PRICELESS
2018

ART
Let’s give a warm welcome to this year’s
Priceless art, and delight in the creativity
and thoughtfulness of our artists!
8-Bit Boom Box

Moldover
Make your own collaborative chiptune music
using iconic retro video game controllers, ampliﬁed thru a vintage boombox in STEREOPHONIC
SOUND! The 8-Bit Boombox is as simple to
learn as Pac Man, but will take you as long to
beat as—well, you can’t beat it. It’s a jambox!

AGORA

Brent Bishop
With all the portability of a 2-bit Snake Oil show,
and all the class of them fancy opera houses,
AGORA is sure to jam a few priceless memories
into your ol’ noggin.

Amphorest Project

Leyla Larkin, Court Arning, Ana Londergan, and
Greg Simpson
The Amphorest Project is a growing collection
of LED light sculptures that were created from
re-purposed pieces of the Love Potion Amphora
art car. There are currently ﬁve sculptures that
illuminate the night.

Bar None

Sena Koleva and Nasimeh Bahrayni
Welcome to Bar None! Instead of liquor we
serve up science-backed interaction cocktails to
create intimacy. We invite you to connect more
deeply, cultivate understanding and empathy,
and have fun with friends old and new.

Beach Stage

Calli Beck
Beach stage is designed and built by Calli Beck
with help from Priceless friends. Check out her
website: callibeck.ninja for more fun things she’s
done and is doing.

Belden Barge v4

Morgan Martinez and Bash Ziady
The Belden Barge is back and more playful than
ever in a new manifestation even more accommodating to exploring the dynamics of structures on water! You are invited to play, dance,
hang, swim, and explore aquatic physics!
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Belden’s Bellagio

Kelly Hering and Shaun Meehan
Belden’s Bellagio brings the sleepy Feather River to life at night with an amazing water show!
Watch the fountains dance around a natural
screen on which we project the most captivating
colors and imagery.

Correspondence

Mario Landau-Holdsworth
Correspondence: explore collaborative thinking, writing and communication in a new way!

Dirt Stage

Stephanie Geerlings, Mokey DeSalvo, Toby
Schachman, Colin Carey, Laura Ray, Scott Gilles,
Ted Scharff, Ryan Alexander, Jane Wang, Matt
Faulkner, and Marx Marvelous
Dirt Stage was inspired by dirt. Gardens thrive
because of the quality of the soil. Our fertile
modern zen garden features tranquil sanctuaries with soft rock gardens, the sound of water,
warm lanterns, shimmering koi, and of course
handcrafted chandeliers with DMX controlled
lighting. Bow to bass, color, simple complexity.

Charles to learn how to read, sing, and connect
deeply to Gregorian Chant.

The Power of Play with Aly

@ The Forest Stage
Playfulness is not only the root of creativity, it also
paves the way to intimate connection. Learn how
to make difﬁcult conversations fun, transform
awkwardness into connection, and navigate challenges with ease and levity. In this workshop, you
will explore the many types of (non-sexual) play
which feel nourishing to you, learn to share your
boundaries using play, practice expressing your
wants and needs in a way that makes checking
in fun, and discover play as a powerful way to
explore and express yourself.

MIDNIGHT
Werewolf Poetry Society with David

@ The Train Tracks
When the moon is full, wander down the path all
the way, to the edge of the party. Here we will
read poems to one another. When the moon is
full, and it is the witching hour, let’s see each other
as we truly are: by reading poems to one another.

Do bees dream in rainbows?

Tyson Ayers, Leah Desjardins, Anna-Mae Chin,
and Amit Wadhwa
Brewing throughout the undercurrents of
society, the esoteric arts of alchemy have been
striving to transform the lead of an individual’s
human nature into higher selves of gold. In our

7:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Saturday Brunch*

10:00 am – 1:30 pm

Saturday Dinner*

6:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Sunday Brunch*

10:00 am – 1:30 pm

Sunday Dinner*

6:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Monday Brunch*

9:00 am – noon

* These meals are included in the Meal Plan
ticket

If you pre-purchased a meal plan, pick
up your wristband at the Convergence

And, as always, the Belden restaurant
is open during Priceless.

Ashwin Chandra and Parisa Chandra
The Dreamtemple is an exquisite sacred space
for an engaging exploration of our consciousness. Intricate shrines, ambient soundscapes,
comfortable areas to relax, and dream-like
visual decor enable us to rest, meditate, and
interact with each other on a deeper level.

Forest Stage

Friday (a la carte)

For food safety, we are composting,
rather than reusing plates this year.
But please bring, wash, and reuse your
own utensils and cups!

Dreamtemple

Grant Patterson
ETIPADO is a mysterious strobing pole. Make
yourself seen with its antique camera. Do you
know how to view the images? Shake your head
“NO” to ﬁnd out.

In addition to selling yummy snacks
and beverages, Convergence will serve
meals:

Catering Booth on Friday before
midnight or during regular cafe hours.

Miriam Burke and Nick Mimer
Do bees dream in rainbows? This project
celebrates the importance and beauty of bees
as they live their lives ﬂower to hive. Rainbow
weavings and prisms invite you into a spectrum
of whimsy and delight held by the foundation of
the hive.

ETIPADO

MEALS

PANTONE!
Sunday, 7pm – 9pm, Dirt Stage
Put on your pigments, preen your pretty parts, prep your props, and
prepare to promenade. Pastels, primaries, and all parts of the palette
will be party to the pantheon of pure and perfect PANTONE. Pomp!
Pageantry! Parades! Prizes!
Peep you there, you peerless people.
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ACTIVITIES

(continued)

Sunday
8:30 AM
Feather River Coffee Service and Social
with Sasha

@ Lawn Across from Lodge
Fresh ground ‘handcrafted’ pour over coffee for
your Belden morning the slow way. Come ready
to enjoy the morning and see your fellow morning
coffee lovers. Bring your own hot beverage cup
for a peak experience. Sponsored by High Rock
Coffee Lovers Club. No decaf available.

ﬂow state, before delving into our own practice
using a mixture of props and dance.

1 PM
Shake Your Dragon Booty with Joey

2 PM
The Work That Reconnects with Tibet

Harmonic Drift

@ The Dirt Stage
Wonder ‘bout those wavy whatsits? Want to wet
your wacky whistle with the weirding way of the
wigglesticks? Wander into buugeng, a hypnotic
dance form using two S-shaped staves.

11 AM

4 PM

The Art of Falling Down with Sid and Deb

Saké Brewing Talk with Connor

Buugeng 101 with Rion

@ The Forest Stage
Falling is fun! In the ﬁrst half of the class, we will
teach you how to practice falling and rolling,
forward and backwards. We will do partner
exercises to take turns stretching and falling. In
the second half of the class we will introduce
several movements from Aikido to practice falling
with partners. As much as possible, please wear
clothes without any fasteners, straps, buckles or
zippers.

Regression Workshop: Storytime, Snacks,
& Nap with Patrick

@ The Outpost Stage
Remember when someone else took care of all of
your needs? Being an adult can be hard. Come
take a short break from these worries, and regress
to kindergarten. We will have snack time with a
story, followed by a nap. BYOB (Bring Your Own
Blankie). Open to all ages. Kid-tested. Mother-tested, also.

NOON
Go with the Flow with Tani

@ The Forest Stage
What is “ﬂow”, and how can it beneﬁt you? Prop
manipulation (also referred to as ﬂow arts) is a
great tool for understanding and accessing this
state. We’ll review the science behind the mental
9

Grassy Fractals

Gretchen Perkins, Bonnie Barrilleaux, and Gene
Shuman
Grassy Fractals is a collaboration between two
art projects: the Grassy Knoll, a mildly robotic
collection of earthy plush, and Epimorphism, a
fractaline and hypnotic computer art project.
Perfect for those pesky 4am urges to meld into
something while simultaneously saturating your
visual ﬁeld.

@ The Dirt Stage
Come swing swords with us while dancing like a
dragon. Learn the basics of attack and defense,
then apply them in a beautiful broken rhythm
partner dance. Those who stay till the end get to
dance together in the grand ball!

@ The Outpost Stage
Get introduced to a powerful set of teachings and
practices that can help us reclaim our world. We
will use playful, relational exercises to connect
with how we can all participate in the shift to a life
sustaining society. Developed over decades by
activist and teacher Joanna Macy, this philosophy
and set of powerful group exercises synthesizes
systems thinking, deep ecology and non-dual
spirituality.

10 AM

homage to this crucible of transformation, we
gather to coalesce the highest quintessences of
music, arts, and community into pure joy.

@ The Outpost Stage
How does rice turn into late nights and great decisions? First you need to polish your booze brain!
Saké is the magic combination of rice, water, koji,
yeast and most importantly (shokunin) craftsmanship. Come to the Belden California branch of
the secret saké society to learn about the history,
brewing and appreciation of saké.

5 PM
Hot Salsa Dancing! with SalsaKat

@ The Forest Stage
Come get your Latin ﬂava ﬁx in the woods with
us. Get your body moving to Salsa rhythms, meet
your fellow campers learning partnering technique. Beginner level, all welcome, no partner required! Whether you’re a two-left-feet-newbie or
a suave Salsero, let’s celebrate in dance together.

6 PM
An Art Monk’s Intro to Gregorian Chant with
Charles
@ The Outpost Stage
In a world that sometimes feels like a return to
the Dark Ages, we can each become Art Monks,
bastions of culture, bringing the beauty of ancient
contemplative practices to our daily lives. Join

Dan Bales
Harmonic Drift is an interactive musical playground. The hand-crafted aluminum sheets produce acoustic sub bass frequencies when struck
with a mallet. The keys are all precisely tuned
to microtonal intervals inspired by traditional
Balinese gamelan instruments.

House of the Quivering Heart

Jumana Nabti, Kirra Swenerton, and Allen
Meyers
Bring to us your simmering, quivering heart. Lay
down, stand up, ﬁght or ﬂight, nibble, dribble,
hold on tight. If ye seek a remedy, memory or
number three, you have found the place to be.
So close your eyes and open wide, we’ve got
what you need inside!

Light Orchestra

Ka-Ping Yee
This 20-foot-tall array of light and color is an
instrument you can play with your body—not
a musical instrument, but a light instrument.
Express yourself.

Microcosmic Theater

Andrey and Leela
The Microcosmic Theater is allows the audience
to collectively explore grotesque microscope
landscapes and the vast mysteries of the universe.

Natural Radio Music

Jean Rintoul
The sounds of earth’s electromagnetic ﬁelds.
Listen for earthquakes, lightning storms and
the earth’s fundamental frequency, trains and
other magnetic effects. At dawn, hear ‘the dawn
chorus’: an effect that sounds like birds, but is
actually created by the ionosphere. Marvel at
the unseen and unheard!

Out of Order Wall

Nick Avila
Come play with the Sequin Wall! Leave a drawing or a note for everyone to enjoy!

Out-of-this-World Magic Flowers

Ashley Newton and Sean Stevens
Keep your eyes open and your curiosity on hand
in order to discover the otherworldly beauty
of rare alien ﬂowers recently discovered in an
asteroid crater. These ﬂowers are primarily
nocturnal, so you’ll be most likely to ﬁnd them in
bloom once the sun sets.

Outpost on the Bayou!

Gillian Wolfe, Rebecca Williams, Wesley Bascom, and more!
The next thing we knew, Outpost was full of
accordions and pianos. Damn near looked like
cajun country. Swamp cypresses took over a
little shack that just sits and calls to the wanderer, offering to “pass a good time”, as they say.
Follow the marquee sign and ﬁnd a spot safe
from the gators!

Pipe Dream

Ashley Meyer
Scale, swing, hop, dangle, and dance, and contemplate the geometries of a human inside a
man-made, primate-inspired irregular lattice!

Plasma Obelisk

Coup de Foudre
Plasma you can touch! Come visit our plasma
garden. Watch arcs of light dance through
the enclosure. See how your touch affects the
plasma’s movement. Those close to the plasma
become gently electriﬁed themselves: touch
your friends for a shocking tactile experience!

Polarizing Projector

Gustavo Lacerda
An overhead projector with polarizing ﬁlters,
and a crafts table with optical toys (plastic materials, scotch tape, scissors), which has the effect
of producing interesting colors on the screen.

Portal

Katie McClung
Portal is a multimedia, interactive, ﬂoating light
installation inspired by a dream. Portal serves as
a visual symbol of the link between the subconscious and conscious self, overcoming fears and
challenges of moving forward into the unknown,
and the connection between who we’ve been
and who we want to become.
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ART

(continued)

Priceless Planet TV (TM)

Roger Goldﬁnger and Alex Thebert
Join Us! The producers of Priceless Planet™
are ready to broadcast the beauties of Belden
Town. But what could never be shown is the unseeable journey: each participants own unique
[AR/VR] path that’s far greater than anything a
screen could capture. Experience it yourself on
Priceless Planet Live™!

Sailor’s Enigma

John Sundberg
Sailor’s Enigma is a LED chandelier in a nautical
theme that represents the constant thought
and toil of sailors as they scheme against the
elements.

Sky Jellies

Sasha Purrs and Shevek
Edwardian rufﬂes and cyberpunk luminescence
collide in these gentle otherwordly creatures.
They’re shy, so be sure to tread softly in the
woods.

Smoke & Mirrors

Tristan Ursell and Hannah Bishop
Smoke & Mirrors is an enchanted space from
another time, where warm light, sweet smoke,
and laughter ﬁll the air. In your cushioned nest,
you reconnect with old friends and make new
ones, you reminisce and plan for the future, you
recuperate and relax, as you prepare to hit the
dance ﬂoor ...again.

Soul Journal - Priceless 2018

Edi Hsu
Edi Hsu is live-painting an illustrated watercolor
storybook of Priceless 2018! Some of the best
outﬁts and dance moves will grace the pages in
his travel journal. Sticker-prints of these illustrations will progressively appear throughout the
weekend! Self-published replicas of the journal
will be available after the event.

Spaceteam

Igor, Stacey, Dawn, Jered, and Josh
Some absent-minded alien has left a spaceship
in Belden! You can take it out for a spin around
the galaxy, but you’ll need a few friends to
ﬂy it. And you’ll have to work together—AS A
SPACETEAM!
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The Ball Pit

Yash Sekhon, Beau Gaerlan
Being here now means a perception of interconnection with one’s environment and the people
in it. But with our ball pit, that interconnection is
made tangible. Your every move ripples against
the senses of friends and strangers alike, physically actualizing the feeling of shared presence.
Engulf yourself in plastic, spherical communion.

The Bird ‘Burb

Ellen Juhlin and Justin Oliphant
A ﬂock of birds has made Priceless their home,
you can visit them and hear them sing!

The Desire for an Aquatic Life

Deborah Yoon
Desire for an Aquatic Life is a 3-D paper cut-out
sculptural installation, made up of imagined
ﬂora, botany, oceanic life, and whimsy.

The Grand Abacus

Chuk Moran
The Grand Abacus has sufﬁcient calculative
capacity to reach 10e15 but is more fun to use
on small questions like, “how many months old
am I?” or “how many times can I multiple 2 by 2
before I get totally lost?” (answer: around 20 if
you’re focused!).

The Scentillator

Tim Harris
The Scentillator looks to bring the sensory
stimulation of scent into a relaxing light-show
art piece.

Touchtone

1 PM
Get Your Consent On with Cianna

@ The Outpost Stage
Desires. Boundaries. Moods. We all have them.
All. The. Time. How can you best play and explore
so that EVERYONE feels good about what’s happening both during and after your interactions?
We’ll start with understanding consent, then practice tools for better communication and fun.

2 PM
Storytelling with Aaron

@ The Forest Stage
Experience or bring stories from French, English,
Norse, Egyptian, African, Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Hebrew, and other mythologies.

Prepare for PANTONE: Paper Playtime!
with Stef, Ben, & orange

@ Picnic Tables Across from Lodge
Posse up for this kid-friendly craft period to produce paper chain garlands to decorate Sunday’s
party-within-a-party. We’ll also have extra paper,
scissors, and glue on hand for general collaging
and crafting!

3 PM
Rock this Life! with Krush

@ The Forest Stage
Get in touch with your inner rock star in this silly
fun ﬁlled transformational workshop. A 60-minute interactive journey lead by Krush, the world
renowned self-help guru for the stars.

Parkour Through Physics with Charles

Chris Linder
Touchtone instruments direct contact between
people creating an element of exploratory play.
The piece provides an opportunity for people to
share touch with each other in a way that is nongoal oriented and captures a sense of wonder
and delight.

@ The Dirt Stage
Learn the magic of parkour through basic physics.
This beginner-friendly parkour workshop will
teach you how to stretch the limits of what think
you can do—and also, how to safely stay at those
limits while you broaden them. Wear comfortable
shoes, and clothing that does ot restrict your
range of motion.

Vision Quest

4 PM

Thomas Koff
Vision Quest is an immersive art/science experience that transforms perception and sparks
curiosity. A collection of different goggles
alter participants’ vision in profound ways and
enables attendees to experience their brain
rewiring itself as they adapt to this new way of
seeing.

Improv: Advanced Scenework for
Complete Novices with Peter

@ The Forest Stage
Create grounded, satisfying scenes from scratch.
Explore ﬁnding authentic relationships in scenes,
listening for offers, and building on what’s already
available.

Play with Your Head with Miri

@ The Outpost Stage
We are going to play with our heads for sensory stimulation and relaxation. Learn to lull your
partner into a relaxed state using only a hairbrush
or your ﬁngernails! We might also dabble in a bit
of scalp and face massage, under the guidance of
a seasoned bodyworker.

5 PM
Hacking the Brain - A Talk on the Future
and Present with Ramez

@ The Forest Stage
From The Matrix to Limitless, science ﬁction has
dreamed of tech that could interface with and upgrade the brain. Come hear about and see videos
of the actual science of brain hacking, and where
it could lead us.

Knotty Tea with Calli

@ The Outpost Stage
Learn to tie 5 basic knots while sipping tea.

6 PM
Ignite Priceless 3

@ Across from Forest Stage
Ignite is coming back for its third year. Come
to see your fellow attendees share their ideas
and passions in ﬁve-minute talks. Our speakers
include: Brynja Bowman, David Brown, Erica
Stephan, EJ Harkness, Faruk Ates, Matthew
Sundquist, Jeremy Conrad, Cianna Stewart, Inga
Loyeva, Chuk Moran, & Grifﬁn Crafts.

8 PM
Doc Brown’s Sunset Poetry Picnic
@ The Dirt Stage
Word words and: words. Bring
food, sit
down (on
rugs), free
poems. The sun
sets over the dirt. You should be there.

11 PM
Holding Space For Space: Stargazing &
BYO Astronomy Facts with Martin

@ The Beach
Come space out with us for some old-fashioned
stargazing. Bring your own mind-bending facts
about the universe, questions, gadgets, apps,
reﬂections, snacks, distantly related show-andtell items, or just a healthy sense of curiosity and
wonder.
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Saturday
8:30 AM
Feather River Coffee Service and Social
with Sasha

@ Lawn Across from Lodge
Fresh ground ‘handcrafted’ pour over coffee for
your Belden morning the slow way. Come ready
to enjoy the morning and see your fellow morning
coffee lovers. Bring your own hot beverage cup
for a peak experience. Sponsored by High Rock
Coffee Lovers Club. No decaf available.

9 AM
Baby Movement Workshop with Lou, Jax,
and Zeb

ACTIVITIES
Activities are one hour long unless
otherwise noted. Activities schedule is
subject to change. Be sure to check the
info board next to the Lodge for the latest
and greatest!

All Weekend
Mystery of Belden with Corinna

@ Various Locations
Adventure into the history of Belden Town. The
Mystery of Belden is an alternate reality game that
draws you into the early 1900s, a time of massive
change—and, if you’re lucky, a time of hidden
treasure—in the Sierra Nevadas.

Community Painting: Conservation
Posters with Inga

@ Various Locations
Inspired by the Nihilisa Frank aesthetic, Inga Loyeva re-imagines conversation posters and invites
the Priceless community to participate in the
creation of these paintings. Everyone is invited to
make their mark and interpret the theme.

@ The Forest Stage
Babies provided, but supplementaries welcome.
Unite in a cluster of bigguns entangled with one
baby. Mirror her movements for EXACTLY 3600
seconds. Reconnect with the ground. Reconsider
walking. Take pleasure in making weird noises, but
not your own. Follow, don’t lead.

10 AM
Neurohacking through Movement with
Lisa

@ The Forest Stage
Learn how to enhance your creativity and productivity using your body’s best technology with
movements that enhance brain connections that
anyone can use on the ﬂy to shift states.

11 AM
Flow, Restore, and Center: Slow Vinyasa
with Noam and Sammie

3 PM

@ The Outpost Stage
Join for an hour-long alignment-based ﬂow, sinking deep into poses, unwinding into a restorative
sequence, then sealing the practice with a short
meditation sit. Leave feeling strong, limber, and
grounded before moving through your weekend
at Priceless. Yogis and yoginis of all skill levels
welcome. Please bring water and a mat if you
have one.

Open Decks

NOON

Friday

@ Lawn/Green Across from Lodge (3-9 pm)
Nestle into Belden Town with a few DJs to get
your Priceless weekend started off right.

DIY Welcome BBQ

@ The Picnic Tables (3 pm until you’re full)
BYO grillables!
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Temporary Bad Tattoos with Yan

@ Lodge Porch
Have you ever wanted a bad tattoo? Come get
one (temporarily)! Good tattoo ideas will not be
given, only bad ones. No swimming for 1 hour
afterward. Tattoos will develop in 24-36 hours, just
in time for your ﬁrst day of work/school/etc. after
Priceless and will last 8-18 days.

Wait

Ellen Juhlin and Justin Oliphant
WAIT. Wait to cross the road. What are you
waiting for? How long will you wait?

Wings of Garuda Temple

Jason Asbahr, Heather Love, Cat Ho, and
Magenta Brooks
The Wings of Garuda temple is a sacred space
in which immersive multimedia moves participants across liminal boundaries into trance
state. Inspired by Balinese ritual, dance, visual
art, and music, the temple offers an evolving
cycle of visual and audio experience. At times,
temple keepers guide visitors though cleansing
and transformation rituals.

Zomes

Rob Bell
The Zomes of Rob Bell have delighted travelers
far and wide who have been drawn to their alluring forms. The energy within harnesses a nostalgia for the primordial with a deeply meditated
vision of the future. These beautiful inter-celestial escape capsules free the imagination from
constraining thoughts and previous perceptions
regarding structure.

FOOD FUN
The Bamboo Lantern

John Dang
Back again after an inspirational trip to Asia,
the Bamboo Lantern is lighting up to bring you
late-night food surprises! Come by, say hello,
chat with strangers, nibble a bit, and stay awhile
...feel great! (after midnight on Saturday)

Tasty Late Nite Quesadilla Bites

Trina Martynowicz and the Tasty Crew
Join the Tasty crew when we’ll be serving up
late nite quesadillas with an assortment of
delightful toppings. Re-energize your nite with
a tasty bite!

midnight snax

Louisa Bukiet
If you come upon us, we will trade grilled
cheese for jokes, riddles, or poems!

Kabuki Teppanyaki

Brett Jackson with Brent Bishop and Cast
KABUKI TEPPANYAKI is a puppet show where
the stage is a griddle. Think dinner at Benihana’s—if the ingredients went on an epic hero’s
journey, with a cooking utensil percussion

section scoring their adventures. Each performance features 3 acts and a 3 course meal.
For reservations: solve the riddle of the Ginger
Shrimp!
Late Night Takoyaki & Wafﬂ e Stand
Kara Yu and Aaron Hubbard
Feeling peckish after dancing? We’ve got just
the treat for you! Fresh-made Takoyaki [1] will
be available at 1am. For veggie options, we’ll
have wafﬂes made to order with nutella, jam,
whipped cream and other toppings.
[1] Takoyaki is a ball-shaped Japanese snack containing wheat
ﬂour, octopus, tempura, ginger and green onion.

Priceless Chai Station

Chandrika and Ari
We will be serving different varieties of amazing
warm and iced chai late Friday night and Saturday morning. Bring your cups!

Feather River Coffee Service

Sasha Yee
Opt-in, fresh ground ‘handcrafted’ pour-over
coffee for your Belden morning the slow way.
Come ready to enjoy the leisurely morning and
see your fellow morning coffee lovers. Bring
your own hot beverage cup for a peak experience. Sponsored by High Rock Coffee Lovers
Club. Sorry, no decaf.
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MUSIC

All Weekend
The Troubadours

Friday
Forest Stage
9:00 pm
10:15 pm
11:30 pm
12:45 am
2:15 am
3:30 am

Dirt Stage

Migaloo
Broxtronix
Watsonix
Mr. Moo
Ganucheau
Sleep Party

9:00 pm
10:00 pm
11:00 pm
12:00 am
1:00 am
2:00 am
3:00 am

Outpost Stage

roﬂcactus
DJJD
Undercat
Naughty Princess
Kid Kameleon
Supertask
Shramp

9:00 pm Brother Kris (All Vinyl Set, 2 hrs)

Saturday
Outpost Stage (15 min between sets)

Beach Stage
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
5:00 pm
6:00 pm

Kev/null
MissTANGQ
Crayleb
Erica Dee
Doctor Jeep
Megan Hamilton & The Bermudas
Urple Eeple
sidcox

Forest Stage
9:00 pm
10:30 pm
11:45 pm
1:00 am
2:30 am
4:00 am

Tumbledown House
Jyun Jyun
Dr. Toast
Sidirum
Ground
Christina Chatﬁeld

8:00 pm
9:00 pm
10:15 pm
11:15 am
12:30 am
2:15 am

Alexandra Dwight
Oddjob Ensemble
Rachel Lark
Whistlin’ Dyl and the Wyld Cowboyz
John Brothers Piano Company
Daniel Berkman

Dirt Stage
8:00 pm
9:00 pm
10:00 pm
11:00 pm
12:00 am
1:00 am
2:00 am
3:00 am
4:00 am
5:00 am

Doc Brown’s Sunset Poetry Picnic
TasstiK
HMU
Morillo
MEMBA
X&G
GREAZUS
Sigrah
Aesthetic Kid
Spoken Bird

Sunday
Outpost Stage (15 min between sets)

Beach Stage
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
5:00 pm

Tom Lattanand
Mischa
Tones
SOOHAN
Obi-J
Maddy O’Neal
Seapora

Forest Stage
9:00 pm
10:15 pm
11:45 pm
1:00 am
2:30 am
4:00 am
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Grifﬁn Crafts
El Suchi
Keerd
Rumpistol
Lola Villa
7e

9:00 pm
10:00 pm
11:00 pm
12:30 am
2:00 am

Rachele Eve
Moonshine Jelly
Mad Noise
Duchess Betsy
Brother Kris (All Vinyl Set)

Dirt Stage
7:00 pm
9:00 pm
10:00 pm
11:00 pm
12:00 am
1:00 am
2:00 am
3:00 am
4:00 am
5:00 am

PWP: Pantone
Kyrian Bobeerian
JK-47
Tinker
Of The Trees
ill.Gates
Pedestrian Tactics
A Hundred Drums
Bodhi McBoatface
Djedi

There will be many a meandering minstrel and wayward bard wandering throughout Priceless, ﬁlling the
woods with melliﬂuous sounds and brightening campsites during dinnertime on Saturday and Sunday,
as well as providing a departing set for shuttle riders on Monday. This year’s troubadours include Bisi
Obateru, Daniel Berkman, members of John Brothers Piano Company, members of Moonshine Jelly,
members of The Oddjob Ensemble, and Zac Johnson (of Tumbledown House).

Shuttle Schedule

Shuttles operate on a continuous loop, like an elegant mobius strip but with fossil fuels and
pavement.
Friday, June 29: 2:30 pm – 2:00 am
Saturday, June 30: noon – midnight
Sunday, July 1: noon – 11:00 pm
Monday, July 2: 8:00 am – 2:00 pm (two shuttles!)

Monday Morning Sendoff
10:00 am – noon: Stop by our table near the shuttle pick-up in Belden. We’ll have snacks to
make your wait in line pleasant.
noon: Priceless is ofﬁcially over for the year… Drive Safely!

GUIDELINES
CONSENT! Maximum enjoyment of all starts with enthusiastic consent! Before
sharing snacks, hugs, or a sleeping bag—ask. If someone is unable to say what
they want, then they can not consent to sharing anything.
SWIMMING! Please do not swim downstream from the beach or in the rapids or
whitewater area. We do not have a lifeguard on duty, the water this year is faster
and colder than usual, and this stretch of the river can be unpredictable and
dangerous. Always swim with a buddy, and tell your friends about your plans if you’re
going exploring.
SNEKS! In the event of a rattlesnake encounter, clear the area as safely as possible
and please immediately ﬁnd someone with a radio to call it in. This year we will have
a herpetologist on call, and she will be asked to safely handle and relocate the snake.
BADGES! Have you earned a merit badge yet today?
LNT! Priceless is a leave-no-trace event, so please remember to: (1) Pack out your
own recyclables and trash! (We have limited dumpster space.) (2) Bring your ﬂoating
home! Label it—it’s yours. (3) Do a moop sweep of your campsite after packing up.
FIRE! It’s ﬁre season, so be careful. You need a permit for camp stoves, and no
personal BBQs are allowed. Permits are available at the door. There are communal
propane BBQs available by the lodge. Lastly, smoke responsibly and dispose of
waste safely.
ABSOLUTELY NO FIREWORKS, CAMPFIRES, GENERATORS, CANDLES, OR
FIRE-SPINNING ARE ALLOWED.
EVAC! If you hear a PA and air horns indicating an evacuation, grab your keys, your
ID, and life-saving meds (but no gear) and go to the lodge. Drivers: If your car is
onsite, go to onsite parking lot. If your car is offsite, go to RV lot.
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